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Across  
    

1 Controversial doctrine espousing unique status, 24 Young animal symbolizing innocence, purity 

 mission or destiny, conferred immutably by a   and sacrifice in Abrahamic religions 

 deity, of one’s group (to disastrous ends esp. 25 Son of Noah with funny sounding name (not  

 in modern period as demonstrated by Nazi  Japheth or Shem) (or Canaan) 

 Germany, Imperial Japan and Zionist Israel) 26 It’s Raining (initials) 

10 “I saw the best minds of my generation   27 Southern state of US known for troubled past 

 destroyed by madness, starving hysterical  and striking Confederate/KKK-tinged flag 

 naked, dragging themselves through the negro  30 Striking ancient Egyptian eye cosmetic worn  

 streets at dawn looking for an angry fix,  by Nefertiti, Theda Bara and staff at Tabet’s  

 Angel-headed hipsters burning for the ancient   bakery, Sydney Road, Brunswick 

 heavenly connection to the starry dynamo in  32 Wide, open container suitable for a pudding  

 the machinery of night blah blah blah”   or inexpensive haircut 

 Famous beat poem 33 Whose blood features in famous ditty in lurid 

11 Constituting the minimum required without   English story about Jack the Giant-Killer? 

 elaboration or luxury; meat and potatoes 
 

Down 
12 Mysterious script of northern Europe prior to  

 adoption of Roman alphabet associated with 1 The kind of death (and qualities displayed) 

 striking lightning bolt insignia of Nazi SS  by the Romanov family at their execution on 

14 American state known for colossal temple   17 July 1918 by the Bolsheviks qualifying  

 with replica of bronze laver from temple of   them, in the Russian Orthodox Church, for  

 Solomon (supported by twelve bronze oxen)  the status of sainthood with special additional  

 and golden Angel Moroni on capstone  title of Passion-Bearers 

15 Iranian revolution (initials) 2 Unit of time used as a synecdoche referring 

16 Brutal master race ruling over primitive   to a particular time (of a significant event) 

 underclass in year 3978 in well-known 3 Goal scored in soccer to undying shame of 

 Cold War cautionary tale of 1968  player   

18 … … Not War Amusingly titled album by  4 Habitual, sexual predator/pest such as Joe 

 controversial Beach Boys front man (initials)  Biden (informal) 

19 Lovely blue colour like a cloudless sky 5 Best known insane, homicidal taxidermist  

20 Tent used during years in wilderness (by 21  character in movies (initials) 

 down) to house the Ark of the Covenant and  6 Sartre novel of 1938 about existential ennui 

 to be the earthly dwelling place of G-d  in fictitious town Bouville (“Mudville”) 

 

11.7 (contd.) 
 

Down (contd.)  
  

7 Controversial, consciousness raising program 21 Brother of Moses and progenitor of hereditary  

 from 70s invented by Werner Hans Erhard  priesthood of Israel (according to self-serving,  

 (born John Paul Rosenberg)  etiological back story written by ruling sect 

8 Ancient south east Asian kingdom ruled by   in Babylon to consolidate power and control 

 Yul Brynner  masses through claims of special knowledge 

9 19th century German archeologist known for   of profound, foundational events occurring a 

 destroying Troy  thousand years earlier)  

13 Star-shaped, metal wheel attached to cowboy  22 Deep fissure; yawning gulf 

 boot to urge horse forward as worn by Jack  23 Child-eating monster in Greek mythology  

 Palance in Shane (and evoked poetically in  driven mad by revenge of Hera for tryst with 

 1967 hit Summer Wine by Nancy Sinatra and  Zeus (depicted in Victoria art as malevolent,  

 the Psychedelic Cowboy)  half-snake seductress tempting young men) 

17 Metapoet known for most memorable and 28 Muscles associated with six-pack as seen on 

 moving lines in Australian poetry (first name)  Love Island 

19 Anti-ballistic missile (initials) 29 Exclamation of derision traditionally  

   followed by “humbug!” 

   31 Hate group (initials) 
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